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England Van Lines Announces Expedited Moving Service from Los Angeles to
San Diego

Leading provider of residential, commercial and interstate moving services now offering
expedited moving service from Los Angeles to San Diego.

San jose, California (PRWEB) January 01, 2014 -- San Jose, California England Van Lines is an experienced
provider of residential and commercial moving services now offers an expedited moving service exclusively
from Los Angeles to San Diego.

The new expedited moving service will fast track the moving process for any client looking to make the San
Diego move from Los Angeles in as little time as possible. The fast-track process includes non-stop delivery to
and from San Diego and offers clients a wider time frame in which they may be present to accept delivery at
their new address.

"All to often, customers looking to make the call us up just days in advance requesting expedited moving. It’s a
challenge that we have rose to – and having realized the need to offer such a service, we have established a
customized protocol to fast-track the moving process for those looking to re-locate to San Diego from Los
Angeles and vice-versa," says a spokesperson for England Van Lines.

Customers who are looking to find a moving company in LA may now call up England Van Lines and request
their guaranteed moving quote – even on short notice.

Representatives for England Van Lines have all the tools necessary to streamline the moving process
specifically for a San Diego move. Delivery times from Los Angeles to San Diego have been improved thanks
to new GPS systems allowing drivers to take the fastest route necessary to deliver goods under tight deadlines.

"We understand that San Diego appeals to a lot of folks living in Los Angeles because of the slower pace and
slightly lower cost of living. We also understand our clients desire and need to re-locate as quickly as possible –
often times because a life-changing event demands it. Anything we can do to streamline the move for them, we
are happy to do so," adds the spokesperson.

About England Van Lines:

England Van Lines is a fully licensed and insured long distance moving company offering local, long distance
residential, commercial as well as international relocation services. With an excellent track record for customer
service and expedient delivery, England Van Lines has grown to become one of the most professional and
knowledgeable long distance moving companies in the industry. England Van Lines’ packing services ensure
all consumer goods are handled with care and urgency while providing a no-haggle price guarantee. For more
information regarding expedited shipping specifically tailored for a San Diego move please visit email
info(at)englandcanlines(dot)com or call (408) 514-5998
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Contact Information
William Alexander
England Van Lines
http://englandvanlines.com
+1 408-514-5998

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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